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Centered around media in all 
types of forms. Everything from 
writing to music to film and more, 
this event goes deeper into ideas 
of media and how it’s evolving 
our future generations. Aiming to 
understand media and how we 
use it to communicate with 
one another.

Sponsored by,
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event schedule

9:00 - 10:00
opening remarks

10:15 - 11:45
Session 1: Crossing Media’s

Image and Text: Crossing Media,
Crossing Genre
workshop / room 142

The Emerging Eco Theater
speaker / room 110

Comics Editors & Literary Journals 
Graphic literature, poetry comics, 
and sequential art

reading / room 260

Worth a Thousand Words: 
Poetry, Photography, and Instagram
workshop / room 305

Teaching the Podcast: A New Exercise 
in Creative Writing Multimodality
workshop / room 317

11:45 - 1:30
lunch 

1:30 - 3:00
Session 2: Poetry Exploration

Intersections of Poetry &
Visual Art 
reading / room 326
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Virtual Pathways: Publishing, 
Editing, and Millennial 
Fiction & Poetics
speaker / room 220

When Harry Met Hermione:
Fan Fiction in Creative Writing
workshop / room 154

Ecstatic Ekphrastic: When 
Images Are More Than Inspiration
panel / room 214

Poetry and Technology: 
Appendage, Mask, Voice, 
Body and Song
workshop / room 106

3:15 - 4:45

Session 3 - New Directions 

Queer and Femme Digital Literature
workshop / room 142

Have I Said Too Much? 
Professor Student Relationship
panel / room 317

Art School Writing Caucus Meeting
panel / room 203

Big Shoes: New Directions at 
Old Magazines
workshop / room 173

Adaption: Transform Your Novel into 
a Marketable Screenplay
panel / room 111

5:00 - 6:30
keynote / closing 

8:00 - 11:00
after party
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READING IN ROOM 260
Comics Editors & Literary Journals Graphic 

Literature, Poetry Comics, and Sequential Art

Graphic literature, poetry comics, sequential art—whatever the 
term, the hybrid form of image-text sequences in all of its diverse 

expressions is finding new homes in literary journals, including 
those that might once have considered comics too lowbrow to 

publish.  What are the experiences, goals, and challenges of 
literary comics editors? Find out from five major journals.

 
Dolores Hayden, Marilyn  Nelson, Frank X Walker, 

Martha Collins, Martín Espad

SPEAKER IN ROOM 110
The Emerging Eco Theater

How do we convey issues of climate change, environmental 
protection, human and non-human interaction, social justice, and 

collective responsibility? How do we communicate science, 
evidence, and urgency through an art that demands that we’re 

all in the same space together?

Charissa Menefee, Paula Cizmar, Elaine Romero, 
E. M.  Lewis, Tira Palmquist

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 142
Image and Text: Crossing Media, Crossing Genre

The writers on this panel discuss the ways they have put text and 
image into conversation in order to explore personal or public 

histories, identity, and memory as well as the 
porousness of genre. 

Joanna Luloff, Jena Osman, 
Matt Donavan, Matthea Harvey, Paisley Rekdal
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Session One - 

Crossing Media’s  

10:45 to 11:45

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 305
Worth a Thousand Words: Poetry, 
Photography, and Instagram

With the recent popularity of visual media through online 
platforms like Facebook and Instagram, writers have been finding 
new and innovative ways to share their work using multimedia. 
Five award-winning writer-photographers display their work and 
discuss ways in which the two mediums can be used to 
complement each other in the digital age. 

Kai Carlson-Wee, Cheston Knapp, Raven Jackson, 
Anita Koester, Jay Nebel

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 317
Teaching the Podcast: A New Exercisein Creative 
Writing Multimodality

In the past decade, podcasts have become a driving force in our 
cultural landscape, and this panel will discuss the value of 
challenging students to produce podcasts as well as address 
the functionality of using podcasts as teaching tools. 

Jennifer Kwon Dobbs, Taiyon Coleman, Sagirah Shahid, 
Lisa Lewis, Aimee Parkison
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PANEL ROOM 214
Ecstatic Ekphrastic: When Images Are 
More Than Inspiration

How do vintage photographs, embroideries, collages, installations, 
comics, paintings, and technical diagrams transform into hybrid 
stories, poems, and essays? Panelists working in a variety of 
picture-and-text combinations will discuss strategies and 
techniques for going beyond image.

Maria Romasco Moore, Bianca Stone, Sarah Minor, 
Dustin Parsons, Kelcey Parker Ervick

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 106
Poetry and Technology: Appendage, Mask, 
Voice, Body and Song

Five poets will perform and discuss the ways in which technology 
extends the content of their work and the reach of their practice. 
Along with print-based text, these poets make use of digital audio 
and video technologies.

Samuel Ace, Douglas Kearney, Amaranth Borsuk, 
Ronaldo V. Wilson, LaTasha N. Diggs

SPEAKER IN ROOM 220
Virtual Pathways: Publishing, Editing, and 
Millennial Fiction & Poetics

How do media technologies alter literary forms? A panel of 
publishers, editors, and emerging writers investigates the new 
wave of contemporary literature, from virtual reality stories 
commissioned by documentary filmmakers to chapters 
as long as tweets. 

Shazia Hafiz Ramji, Ashley Opheim, Guillaume 
Morissette, Jasper Avery, Leigh Nash
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Session two - 

poetry exploration  

1:30 to 3:00

READING IN ROOM 326
Intersections of Poetry & Visual Art

This reading presents the dialogue between visual art and 
writing in a contemporary context, showcasing works in 

which the two modes are inextricably linked. Moving 
beyond ekphrastic poetry, our panelists are engaged in 

a wide variety of multi-media projects.

Meghan Dunn, Gabrielle Bates, Mita Mahato, 
Naoko Fujimoto, Youmna Chlala

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 154
When Harry Met Hermione:Fan Fiction 

in Creative Writing

If you’ve taught creative writing, you’ve likely encountered student 
writing inspired by media fandom. Rather than dismissing such 

writing as derivative or banning it from the classroom, this panel 
suggests ways to draw on students’ fan writing experiences 

when teaching craft.
 

Margaret Brandl, Katharine Beutner, Erika Staiger, 
Brooke Wonders, Mark Lewandowski
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PANEL IN ROOM 317
Have I Said Too Much? Professor & Student 

Relatonship

With the rising use of social media and the importance of an 
online presence, it is easier than ever for students to connect 

with their English professors. With the divide between 
professor and student growing fainter, it’s difficult to create 
the invaluable bond students expect from potential mentors 

while preserving boundaries.

Michelle Bermudez, Michael Thomas, 
Victorio Reyes, Angela  Morales, Jordan  Rindenow 

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 144
Queer and Femme Digital Literature

Panelists discuss their approaches to queer and femme 
digital literary forms and processes. What’s femme about 
code? What’s queer about erasure? Howdo queer/femme 

aesthetics impact the form, content, and interactive 
experience of multimedia poetry and fiction? 

Brad Efford, Hanif Abdurraqib, Brian Oliu, Elena 
Passarello, Natasha Oladokun

PANEL IN ROOM 111
Adaption: Transform Your Novel into a 

Marketable Screenplay

Writers will leave with concrete strategies such as telescoping 
plot as well as sharpening theme and character arc in order 

to transform their fiction into a fantastic film. 

Rosemarie Dombrowski, Giancarlo Huapaya, 
Hans Hetrick, Shawnte Orion, Matt Hart
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Session THREE - 

NEW DIRECTIONS  

3:15 to 4:45

PANEL IN ROOM 203
Art School Writing Caucus Meeting

Annual meeting of writers who work and teach in art and 
design environments to discuss pedagogy, programming, 
administration, and best practices particular to their writing 
classes and programs.
 
Ryan G. Van Cleave, Melissa Tombro, Sophia 
Kartsonis, Hugh Behm-Steinberg, Lesley Jenike 

WORKSHOP IN ROOM 173
Big Shoes: New Directions at Old Magazines

In a roundtable format, participants discuss vision and 
design; transition surprises; attracting new contributors and 
readers; and managing the demands of editorial work amid 
competing priorities.

Patricia Ann McNair, Robin Mukherjee, 
Randall Albers, Carrie Etter, Alison Macleod
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keynote speaker:

 J. Mae Barizo

jmaebarizo.com
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jmaebarizo.com

Contact
 

Press inquiries:  publicity@fourwaybooks.com
twitter: @jmaebarizo

instagram: @jmaebreeze

Born in Toronto, J. Mae Barizo is the author 
of The Cumulus Effect. A prize-winning poet, 
critic and performer, recent work appears 
in Poetry, AGNI, Bookforum, Boston Review, 
Hyperallergic and Los Angeles Review of 
Books.  She is the recipient of fellowships 
and awards from Bennington College, the 
New School, the Jerome Foundation and 
Poets House.   Phillip Lopate wrote that 
Barizo’s “exquisite poems display throughout 
a mastery of poetic form and a thoroughly 
professional command of surface and tone.  
It is clear we are in the hands of a highly 
cultivated, intelligent writer.”

A classically-trained musician and a 
champion of cross-genre work, J. Mae has 
performed sound/text collaborations with 
musicians from The National, Bon Iver, and 
the American String Quartet. As a musician 
she has performed with Mark Morris Dance 
Group, Jay-Z, Beyoncé, Kanye West and 
Pharrell, among others.  She is visiting 
faculty at the New School and Pratt School 
of Architecture and lives in New York City. 
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I’ll make this short: The thing 
you’re doing now, reading prose 
on a screen, is going out of 
fashion.

We’re taking stock of the internet right now, with 
writers who cover the digital world cataloging 
some of the most consequential currents shaping 
it. If you probe those currents and look ahead 
to the coming year online, one truth becomes 
clear. The defining narrative of our online moment 
concerns the decline of text, and the exploding 
reach and power of audio and video.

This multimedia internet has been gaining on 
the text-based internet for years. But last year, 
the story accelerated sharply, and now audio 
and video are unstoppable. The most influential 
communicators online once worked on web 
pages and blogs. They’re now making podcasts, 
Netflix shows, propaganda memes, Instagram and 
YouTube channels, and apps like HQ Trivia.

Consider the most compelling digital innovations 
now emerging: the talking assistants that were 
the hit of the holidays, Apple’s face-reading 
phone, artificial intelligence to search photos 
or translate spoken language, and augmented 
reality — which inserts any digital image into a 
live view of your surroundings.

These advances are all about cameras, 
microphones, your voice, your ears and your 
eyes. Together, they’re all sending us the same 
message: Welcome to the post-text future.

It’s not that text is going away altogether. Nothing 
online ever really dies, and text still has its hits — from 
Susan Fowler’s whistle-blowing blog post last year 
about harassment at Uber to #MeToo, text was at the 
center of the most significant recent American 
social movement.

Still, we have only just begun to glimpse the 
deeper, more kinetic possibilities of an online 
culture in which text recedes to the background, 
and sounds and images become the 
universal language. 

The internet was born in text because text was 
once the only format computers understood. Then 
we started giving machines eyes and ears — that 
is, smartphones were invented — and now we’ve 
provided them brains to decipher and manipulate 
multimedia. Suddenly the script flipped: Now it’s often 
easier to communicate with machines through images 
and sounds than through text.

It’s more than just talking to digital assistants. 
Artificial intelligence might soon let us search and 
index much of the world’s repository of audio and 
video, giving sounds and pictures a power that has 
kept text dominant online for so long. On HBO’s 
“Silicon Valley” last season, there was a joke about 
an app that helped you identify any cuisine, SeeFood. 
Weeks later, Pinterest introduced just such an app; 
along with Google, the social network is developing 
software to identify any visual object.

state of the internet
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Tech didn’t just make multimedia easier to produce. 
It also democratized non-text formats, which for so 
long had been accessible only to studios. Podcasting 
became something like the new blogging, a way for 
committed amateurs and obsessives to plumb the 
underexplored eddies and mysteries of life. There’s 
a podcast by a guy who spends more than a dozen 
episodes explicating the genius of Kanye West’s fifth 
studio album. He does so using a trove of documen-
tary material he found — where else? — on YouTube.

Meanwhile, social media showered every multimedia 
creator with a potential audience, and it allowed the 
audience to connect and discuss the work, deepen-
ing fans’ relationship to levels of obsession.

It’s a kind of passion that ultimately makes for a 
fundamentally new, deeper kind of art. Look at all the 
room the internet opened up for crazy mash-ups of 
ideas. Netflix’s best recent show, “American Vandal,” 
is a parody of “Serial,” the true-crime podcast, and 
“Making a Murderer,” another Netflix show. The 
transition to multimedia won’t be smooth. Business 
models are hardly proven. For several news sites, 
the pivot to video ended in a bust that will now give 
Facebook and Google even greater market power. 

Many podcast advertisers — I’m looking at you, 
Blue Apron — are themselves not on the most solid 
financial ground; they could blow up tomorrow, taking 
the whole boom with them.

Yet the financial questions may be the least of 
our worries. An online culture ruled by pictures 
and sounds rather than text is going to alter much 
about how we understand the world around us.

The haze of misinformation hanging over online 
life will only darken under multimedia — think of 
your phone as a Hollywood-grade visual-effects 
studio that could be used to make anyone appear 
to say or do anything. The ability to search audio 
and video as easily as we search text means, 
effectively, the end of any private space.

Then there’s the more basic question of how 
pictures and sounds alter how we think. An infor-
mation system dominated by pictures and sounds 
prizes emotion over rationality. It’s a world where 
slogans and memes have more sticking power 
than arguments. (Remind you of anyone?) And 
will someone please think of the children: Do you 
know how much power YouTube has over your 
kids? Are you afraid to find out?

But what are we going to do? 
There seems no going back now. 
For text, the writing’s on the wall. 

article by: farhad manjoo 
nytimes.com, 2019
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poem by keynote speaker
J. Mae Barizo

We must be

the inviolate

petals, always

queering to-

ward the sun,

must be water

on the lips of

flaming cities,

quenching

the husbands,

insatiable. These

days the abdomen

blossoms, but

we must be

boneless, edible

fish. We must

beg for bouquets

for absent sons.

This is how we

know devotion:

listening to lovers

sleep, breathing

like monster trucks,

wanting to soothe

them when the dream

is done. We march

the sinking avenues,

finger the curls

at the baby’s neck,

hanging from

the brink at

office hour,

gulping Xanax

in their white

oblong shells.

Cities can sleep

but we can never.

Vigilant animals

on our hands and

knees, asking for

it again and again.

The Mothers

Source: Poetry (July/August 2019)
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social media influencer
r.h. sin

@r.h.sin on instagram
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Historically, it’s a piece of music journalism that 
causes a stir, but today, it’s the industry at large 
that’s buzzing around the world. Before music was 
virtually available to anyone, anytime, anywhere, 
journalists were the gatekeepers, and their word was 
gospel. Artists jockeyed for reviews, interviews, and 
features, vying for valuable column inches as a way to 
promote their music to a hungry target audience.

In much the same way as music has undergone a 
shift from physical to digital media, music journalism 
has also largely evolved from magazines and 
newspapers to blogs, sites, and even social media 
accounts. At a time when most anyone with access 
to the internet can declare themselves a “music 
journalist,” compromising the power and authority of 
the press, some argue that music journalism, as we 
know it, is dead.

Not so, according to a recent panel of international 
journalists held at by: LARM in Oslo, Norway. Sure, 
there are new challenges in the industry, such as the 
fight for true exclusives and competing with mediums 
like video, but music journalism isn’t extinct — it’s 
just different.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There’s been a lot of public worrying about the future 
for magazine journalism in recent times, with maga-
zines and blogs shutting down, freelance journalists 
scratching around for work, and tensions around 
issues like clickbait and sponsored content.

The panel was moderated by Roisin O’Connor from 
The Independent, and included Tshepo Mokoena 
from Noisey in the UK; Catherine Davis from Interview 
Magazine in the US; and Julia Brummert from Intro 
Magazine in Germany.

“I think we all agree that it’s not dying: actually, 
it’s changing,” said O’Connor as an introduction. 
Davis talked about how magazines divided by com-
munity: indie, hip-hop, rock’n’roll etc. “It seems to 
me now, that’s not how your average reader goes 
about finding what they’re interested in reading 
about a musician and tastes in music. It seems it 
would be much more broad rather than going to 
Spin Magazine because you like indie and rock,” 
she said.

“Music journalists? We’re bringing the stories to 
life… so that your average music fan can find out 
the story behind the musician. In that way, it’s still 
the same. But from the perspective of a music 
journalist, yes it’s not as secure, you don’t have 
as many secure jobs as you would before maybe, 
when there was a host of music magazines. But 

music journalism:
it’s not dying, it’s actually 
changing
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there’s still a number of music sites.”
Davis also suggested that events and marketing are 
a much bigger component of music journalism in 
2018, which O’Connor agreed with: The Independent 
curates stages at three festivals, which she tries to 
populate with artists that the newspaper has 
supported throughout the year.

Mokoena gave Noisey’s perspective. “We’ve always 
wanted to be out in places where our readers are: 
yes some will come to us through a screen, but 
we wanted to be out throwing parties or having 
stages at festivals, so you have a connection. 
Online writing can feel like you’re screaming into 
the abyss! You don’t really know who your readers 
are, so it’s good to have a connection,” she said.

“I’m a bit sceptical about how well social media 
serves to connect news and media brands with 
people… So it’s more about in-person getting to 
meet people, or connecting to them through video 
and other ways other than words.” Brummert talked 
about how the music Intro Magazine covers has 
changed. “It has changed, but not as much. We used 
to write a bit more about punk rock and stuff, but we 
are now more open for hip-hop and electronic music, 
so it has changed a little bit.”

The panel agreed that video is looming large in what 
they do. “That’s a big change: trying to make fran-
chises that are video,” said Davis. “If you can hit 
on something like that: fabulous. I do think music 
editors do have to think about video franchises 
much more than we used to.” Mokoena agreed, 
noting that Noisey has built a number of these 
franchises, offering different spins on the traditional 
interview format.

O’Connor wondered where the “good old fashioned 
rip of an artist” has gone – aka a hatchet job. “It’s 
moved to Twitter! Some music journalists who are 
known for being opinionated will express that on 
Twitter,” said Davis. “And there’s fewer of those 
really well-known music reviewers. But that was 
music journalism, primarily, for years. And now I 
don’t think that’s what we think it is.”

O’Connor noted a two-star Pitchfork review of Ed 
Sheeran which went viral “because people hadn’t 
seen that style of writing for a while… when you 
are properly nasty about an artist!”

“You have to weigh up whether it’s worth your 
time, energy. Time you could be spending on 
something else. If you think an artist is egregious-
ly bad and their art is something you think your 
readers should not be investing in, then it can be 
worth it,” said Mokoena. Davis said that a traditional 
function of music journalism has been to talk about 
the wider implications of music: the larger context of 
politics, culture and the world. And that this remains 
the case.

“It’s necessary now. The way the music industry 
has changed: the big record companies aren’t as 
controlling of what we listen to. So if there are 
trends and they are speaking to our culture, one 
thing we can help do is say ‘this is what we’re 
seeing, this is a trend and what it means’. I think 
that’s important,” she said.

“We’re having to learn how to report around woke 
culture and being very politically sincere, and then 
tech companies. The labels aren’t necessarily the 
force: Spotify, Apple, those are the companies 
pushing conversations around music. They’re the 
new curators,” added Mokoena.

O’Connor talked about the need to seek out new mu-
sic and identify new artists – and ideally to get some 
exclusive content from them, although she admitted 
premieres “can be a dirty word in the industry”.

“I think they work, and it’s nice to be there really 
early, because then you build up a relationship to 
an artist, and then maybe you get access to other 
things,” she said. “Access to more than just a 
press day at the hotel when you can ask questions 
about the new record. That’s the story everyone’s 
going to tell… We want to know more. We want the 
story! But you need access to get the story.”
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“New music discovery feels like it changes so 
quickly now… I feel like MP3 blogs don’t exist any 
more, the type of Gorilla vs Bear site that I used 
to turn to all the time… I try to get new music sent 
to me by talking to other artists, other editors 
sometimes, and going to little free shows and 
seeing who’s further down the bill… and hopping 
from band to band, singer to singer that way,” 
said Mokoena.

She and O’Connor talked about recognising that 
some artists aren’t yet ready: they’re still honing their 
craft, and coverage in the media might not actually 
help them, compared to waiting a few months when 
the attention is more likely to turn into fans.

Mokoena said she finds badgering contacts at indie 
labels and “hopping around” on SoundCloud more 
useful than Spotify playlists as a discovery method 
in 2018. “I never find that ‘Yeah! This is a great 
recommendation based on what I listen to’. I think 
it’s more ‘yeah, that’s what you would think I want 
to listen to, but actually it’s not’,” she said.

How do these music journalists think of their role? 
“It’s telling the stories, still. It sounds a little bit 
traditional or old-fashioned. But tell the stories: 
ask the right questions. Be where the readers 
cannot be,” said Brummert. “We tend to forget that 
we are allowed to talk to people who are normally 
on stage in front of a large audience… We are able 
to ask the questions, and I think that’s our job!”

Davis: “And on another level, it can be art criti-
cism. Really-well written analysis of an artist or 
an album is as satisfying as art criticism or film 
criticism.”

“And it’s also important to be able to make your 
audience think and make your audience laugh, 
and to not take the industry too seriously all 
the time,” added Mokoena. Serious stories are 
important, but: “There’s lots of silly ridiculous shit 
that happens in this business that’s also worth 
highlighting: to see the things in society that are 
funny, irreverent or interesting. A lot of the stuff I 
get pitched by young writers is ‘here’s my opinion 
on how the world is shit and awful’. But I think: 
music’s brilliant too!”

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The importance of quality music journalism is still 
crucial for artists at all stages of their careers even 
though the landscape, scope of coverage, and route 
to readers might look unrecognizable. In many cases, 
its current, largely virtual nature helps not only artists 
but also readers who have unprecedented access 
to a wealth of storytelling and behind-the-scenes 
glimpses at their favorite music — not to mention an 
unlimited supply of new music to discover.

For those reasons, it’s important for independent 
artists to take note of music journalism’s ongoing 
evolution as they pitch blogs and writers. Remember 
that a valuable piece of press — whether it’s an 
interview with a major outlet or a review on a small, 
niche blog that’s hyper targeted to readers who 
would devour your music — can mean big things.

article by: AWAL
awal.com, 2018
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notes:
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Powell's Books is an independent bookseller serving 
Portland, Oregon, since 1971, with four general 
bookstores and one specialty store. Its flagship 

location takes up an entire city block, offering 68,000 
square feet of used, new, rare, and out-of-print books. 
Powells.com offers the combined inventory of its five 

retail locations and five warehouses, with 
approximately 4.5 million books in all.
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AWP provides support, advocacy, resources, and community to 
nearly 50,000 writers, 550 college and university creative writing  

programs, and 150 writers’ conferences and centers. Our  
mission is to foster literary achievement, advance the art of 

writing as essential to a good education, and serve the makers,  
teachers, students, and readers of contemporary writing
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Oregon State is an international public research university that  
draws people from all 50 states and more than 100 countries. We 

go wherever the challenges are, push ourselves to the very edge of 
what’s known and keep going. We are determined to forge 
solutions. We are diverse and welcoming. We embrace our 

responsibility to Oregon and the world, building a future that’s 
smarter, healthier, more prosperous and more just. We see what  

could be and have worked relentlessly for 150 years to make it so.  
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